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During surveys for photometri variability among � Bootis stars (e.g. Paunzen et al.1998) and among entral stars of young Planetary Nebulae (Handler 1998), we serendip-itously disovered two new Æ Suti stars. These were preliminarily announed elsewhere(Handler & Paunzen 1995), and got the variable designations V383 Vul and V336 Sge.Here we would like to give a more omplete aount on those stars together with anastrophysial interpretation supplemented by additional data.We obtained di�erential photoeletri photometry relative to two omparison starswith the Texas two-hannel photometer | employing only hannel 1 | attahed to the90-m telesope at MDonald Observatory. An aperture of 2700 was used to minimizethe inuene of seeing and guiding. Filters and integration times used depended onthe observing programme and will be desribed separately. Data redution ompriseddeadtime orretion, sky bakground subtration, extintion orretion and onversion toHelioentri Julian Date (HJD).HD 192871 was used as a omparison star for the � Bootis star HD 192424; the seondomparison star was HD 193668. These three stars are all around 7th magnitude and wereobserved for 40 seonds in eah of the Str�omgren v and b �lters before swithing to thenext objet. Whereas HD 192424 and HD 193668 turned out to be onstant within thelevel of measurement auray, HD 192871 showed onspiious light variations. Reduedv �lter light urves of all three stars are shown in Fig. 1.A single-frequeny solution to the di�erential v �lter light urve of HD 192871 resultsin a formal period of 265 minutes and in a photometri amplitude of 28 mmag. However,it is obvious from Fig. 1 that the star is a multiperiodi variable; hene our period shouldnot be taken at fae value.HD 192871 was also a target of the HIPPARCOS mission (ESA 1997). Indeed itwas deteted to be variable, but its light urve was lassi�ed as \unsolved". From anew analysis, Koen & Eyer (2001) reported a period of 283 minutes for the star. Wealso performed a frequeny analysis of the HIPPARCOS observations and obtained aompliated amplitude spetrum, with an attempted two-frequeny solution not beingsuÆient to derease the satter down to measurement auray. It appears that the
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Figure 1. Redued v �lter time series of HD 193668 (diamonds), HD 192871 (�lled irles) andHD 192424 (plus signs) as zero-point shifted instrumental magnitude variations. No orretion forvariations in sky transpareny was applied to allow the reader to judge the quality of the data better
star has a rih frequeny spetrum thus requiring further observations for a satisfatorysolution of its light urve.Turning to a disussion of the pulsational behaviour of the star, we �rst determined itsabsolute visual magnitude from its HIPPARCOS parallax and arrived at Mv = 0:7� 0:3.Standard Str�omgren indies from Hauk &Mermilliod (1998) are b�y = 0:205,m1 = 0:173and 1 = 0:884. Sine no H� photometry of the star was available, we obtained suh ameasurement as part of a larger programme (Handler 1999) and determined � = 2:741.Applying alibrations for Str�omgren photometry (Crawford 1979) and results of modelatmosphere alulations (Kuruz 1991), this yields Æm1 = 0:002, Æ1 = 0:218, Mv =1:0 � 0:3 (the latter in reasonable agreement with the HIPPARCOS results) as well asTe� = 7100 � 100 K and log g = 3:2 � 0:1. A 265-minute pulsation period used in theequation logQi = �6:456 + 0:5 log g + 0:1Mbol + logTe� + logPi (1)resulting from the period-mean density relation then gives a pulsation \onstant" Q =0:022� 0:004. The quoted error estimates are to be seen as rough guides. A omparisonwith published Q values (e.g. Fith 1981) suggests that the star pulsates in modes aroundthe seond radial overtone.Finally, we would like to omment on the spetral lassi�ation of the star. Its pub-lished spetral type is F3 ii originating from the Case{Hamburg Northern Milky WayLuminous Stars Survey (Stok et al. 1960). Bouw (1981) gives an infrared spetral typeof F6 ii. However, our results supported by the onsistent pulsational behaviour sug-gest that the star is rather F1 iii. Our Æm1 value implies that the star is slightly moremetal-rih than the Sun whih ould be part of the explanation for this disrepany.A seond Æ Suti andidate we report here is HD 230990. It was used together withHD 231007 as omparison star for the Planetary Nebula WhMe 1. For these observations,the V �lter was used. We adopted 60-seond integrations for the 9th-magnitude ompar-ison stars. However, we measured the muh fainter WhMe 1 (instrumental V � 13:4) for
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Figure 2. Redued V �lter time series of HD 231007 (diamonds), HD 230990 (�lled irles) andWhMe 1 (plus signs) as zero-point shifted instrumental magnitude variations. No orretion forvariations in sky transpareny was applied to allow the reader to judge the quality of the data better.The lower preision of the measurements of WhMe 1 is due to the faintness of this objet, but they areof suÆient quality to show that HD 230990 is variable
3 minutes per observing yle followed by a 30 seond sky measurement. The variabilityof HD 230990 is demonstrated in Fig. 2.Our derived time sale of the light variations of HD 230990 is oinidentally the sameas for HD 192871, 265 minutes. We stress that this is only a lower limit, sine we did notover a full yle of the light urve. The assoiated V amplitude is 22 mmag.Owing to the faintness of HD 230990, little is known about this star, e.g. there areno HIPPARCOS observations and there were no published Str�omgren olour indies atthe time of the disovery of its variability. Consequently, we obtained uvby� photometryof this star with the 0.5-m telesope and the Modular Photometer at the South AfrianAstronomial Observatory. The � index, 2.781, was published by Handler (1999), but newuvby olours were aquired in the night of July 18/19, 2000 as well. These yield standardvalues of V = 9:34�0:02, b�y = 0:323�0:007,m1 = 0:127�0:012 and 1 = 0:893�0:012,plaing the star well inside the Æ Suti instability strip after dereddening.Using the same proedures as before, we obtain E(b � y) = 0:170, Æm1 = 0:016,Æ1 = 0:117, Mv = 1:8 � 0:3, Te� = 7600 � 100 K and log g = 4:0 � 0:1. This yields anunomfortably high Q > 0:074 for a 265-minute lower limit to the period, whih suggeststhat the star ould pulsate in a gravity mode; we have no reason to doubt any of ourmeasurements. It is also possible that HD 230990 is some short-period binary, but weadd that suh high Q values are unusual for Æ Suti stars, but not unpreedented. Forinstane, Koen et al. (1999) disussed several ases. Obviously, more observations of HD230990 are required to infer a more reliable period and to prove its Æ Suti nature fully.The Austrian Fonds zur F�orderung der wissenshaftlihen Forshung partially sup-ported this work under grants S7303-AST and S7304-AST. We thank Chris Koen foromments on a draft version of this note.
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